[DNA content and synthesis in the nuclei of rat cerebellar cells in organotypic cultures].
Using cytophotometric and autoradiographic methods, it has been shown for the first time that in condition of an organotypic culture the replicative synthesis of DNA is induced in the Purkinje neurons of the cerebellum of newborn rats completing their terminal differentiation. This synthesis is accompanied by polyploidization of the initially diploid population of these cells (4c, much more rarely 8c, and a single 16c cell appear) rather than by cell division. In constant, the granular cells mostly retain their diploid state and only a few of them synthesize DNA to H2c values. The glial cells divide actively. Hence, evidence is presented that neurons, at least those of cerebellum, retain their potential of replicative synthesis of DNA in the organotypic culture. The important point is that DNA synthesis in their nuclei proceeds simultaneously with processes of differentiation.